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Abstract— Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes with scale-
free (SF) symbol-node degree distribution have been shown
to provide very good error performance. When the code rate
becomes high, however, there will be a lot of degree-2 symbol
nodes in the “pure” SF-LDPC codes. As a consequence, when the
codes are constructed by connecting the symbol nodes with the
check nodes, many small-size cycles will be formed. Such small-
cycles will degrade the error performance of the codes. In this
paper, we address the issue by imposing a new constraint on the
design of high-rate SF-LDPC codes. We will compare the error
rates of the constrained SF-LDPC codes and other optimized
LDPC codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex networks have been studied across many disci-
plines, including computer science, social sciences, engineer-
ing and biology [14], [1], [2], [6]. Some basic properties such
as average path length (APL), clustering coefficient, degree
distribution and many other properties such as betweenness
centrality, assortative mixing and dis-assortative mixing have
been analyzed for different types of networks. Such properties
are very valuable and effective in characterizing many different
physical networks. The most commonly known networks
include the random network, lattice, small-world network
and scale-free network [14], [4]. Recently, there has been a
growing interest in applying features of complex networks to
solving engineering problems [6], [16], [17], [12], [13]. One
of the applications is the design of short-length low-density
parity-check (LDPC) codes [16], [17].

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [5] form a class
of linear block codes with error performance approaching the
Shannon limit [11]. An LDPC code can be represented by
a Tanner graph characterized by a set of nodes V and a
set of connections (edges) E among the nodes. We define
k and m, respectively, as the number of message bits and
the number of parity bits in a codeword which has a length
of n = k + m. Thus, there are n symbol nodes and m
check nodes in an LDPC code, and the code rate Rcode is
given by k/n = 1 − m/n. The node set V is further divided
into the set of symbol nodes Vs and the set of check nodes
Vc. The sets of symbol nodes and check nodes can be ex-
pressed by Vs = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and Vc = {c1, c2, . . . , cm},
respectively, where vj represents the j-th symbol node and
ci denotes the i-th check node. Fig. 1 shows a Tanner graph
representation of an LDPC code in which there are 10 symbol
nodes and 5 check nodes.

Suppose the channel is an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel and the typical belief propagation (BP)
iterative decoder [10] is employed at the receiving end. As

Fig. 1. A Tanner graph representation of an LDPC code with 10 symbol
nodes and 5 check nodes.

the corrupted signals are received, messages regarding the
probability that the individual received symbol should be a “0”
or a “1” will be passed from the symbol nodes v1, v2, . . . , vn to
their neighboring check nodes c1, c2, . . . , cm based on the set
of connections E. Then, each check node will return messages
to its connected symbol nodes. Moreover, the message from a
symbol node v to a check node c is calculated based on the
received messages from both the channel and the neighboring
check nodes except c. Similarly, the message from a check
node c to a symbol node v is computed based on the incoming
messages from the neighboring symbol nodes except v. The
iterative process continues until a valid codeword is found, or
the maximum number of iterations has been reached.

In [16], [17], the “shortest-APL” feature of scale-free net-
works has been applied to the design of short-length LDPC)
codes, forming the scale-free LDPC (SF-LDPC) codes. Com-
pared with the LDPC codes optimized by the DE-algorithm,
the short-length SF-LDPC codes, which are characterized
with scale-free symbol-node-degree distributions, can produce
similar error rates in the waterfall region and lower error rates
at the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region. One issue arises,
however, when the code rate increases. In the SF-LDPC codes,
a large proportion of the symbol nodes has a degree of 2 and
the proportion increases with the code rate. When the ratio
of degree-2 symbol nodes is too high, short-cycles containing
only degree-2 symbol nodes will be produced in the Tanner
graph, resulting in a degradation of the error performance. In
this paper, we aim to tackle this issue by imposing a restriction
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on the proportion of degree-2 symbol nodes in SF-LDPC
codes.

In Sect. II, we describe our proposed algorithm for con-
structing LDPC codes with high rates. The characteristics of
some codes constructed, together with their error performance,
are given in Sect. III. Finally, we make some remarks in
Sect. IV.

II. CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM FOR LDPC CODES

A. Degree Distributions

Given a code rate Rcode and a maximum symbol-node
degree dv , we first derive the degree distributions of the
scale-free LDPC codes under a certain proportion of degree-2
symbol nodes. We define

λ(x) :=
dv∑

k=2

λkxk−1 and ρ(x) :=
dc∑

k=2

ρkxk−1 (1)

as the symbol-node degree distribution and the check-node
degree distribution, respectively. In (1), λk denotes the fraction
of edges connected to degree-k symbol nodes and ρk denotes
the fraction of edges connected to degree-k check nodes.
Also, dv and dc denote the maximum symbol-node degree and
maximum check-node degree, respectively. In the following,
we show the algorithm in deriving λ(x) and ρ(x).

1) Denote the probability that a symbol node has k con-
nections by Pλ(k).

2) Suppose Pλ(2) has been set to F2, which is equal to
or slightly larger than 1 − Rcode. The total number
of edges connecting to degree-2 symbol nodes is thus
2nF2, where n represents the number of symbol nodes.

3) For k = 3, 4, . . . , dv, we assume that the fraction
of symbol nodes with degree k follows a scale-free
distribution, i.e., Pλ(k) = Ak−γ with A being the
normalizing coefficient and γ being the characteristic
exponent.

4) Since
dv∑

k=2

Pλ(k) = 1, (2)

we have
A =

1 − F2∑dv

k=3 k−γ
. (3)

5) The total number of edges connecting to symbol nodes
with degree k (k = 3, 4, . . . , dv) equals

knPλ(k) =
n(1 − F2)∑dv

l=3 l−γ
k1−γ . (4)

6) Thus, when k = 2,

λ2 =
2F2

2F2 +
Pdv

u=3 u1−γ (1−F2)
Pdv

l=3 l−γ

; (5)

when k = 3, 4, . . . , dv,

λk =
k1−γ(1 − F2)/

∑dv

l=3 l−γ

2F2 +
Pdv

u=3 u1−γ (1−F2)
Pdv

l=3 l−γ

. (6)

7) The average symbol-node degree, denoted by < kv >,
is computed using

< kv >=
dv∑

k=2

kPλ(k) = 2F2 +
dv∑

k=3

(1 − F2)k1−γ

∑dv

l=3 l−γ
. (7)

8) We assume that a check node can only have dc−2, dc−1,
or dc connections and that the check-node degree k ∈
{dc − 2, dc − 1, dc} follows a Poisson distribution with
parameter ν, i.e.,

Pρ(k) =
νk exp(−ν)

k!
. (8)

9) The fraction of edges connecting to check nodes with
degree k ∈ {dc − 2, dc − 1, dc} therefore equals

ρk =
νk exp(−ν)

(k−1)!
∑dc

l=dc−2
νl exp(−ν)

(l−1)!

. (9)

10) The check-node degree distribution in (1) can be further
written as

ρ(x) =
dc∑

k=dc−2

νk exp(−ν)
(k−1)!

∑dc

l=dc−2
νl exp(−ν)

(l−1)!

xk−1. (10)

11) Combining the aforementioned results gives

< kv >

1 − Rcode

=
(dc − 2)(dc − 1)dc + (dc − 1)dcν + dcν

2

(dc − 1)dc + dcν + ν2
.

(11)

12) Since dc is an integer greater than 2, we have

dc − 2 <
< kv >

1 − Rcode
< dc (12)

and hence dc equals
⌈

<kv>
1−Rcode

⌉
or

⌈
<kv>

1−Rcode

⌉
+1, where

�x� denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to
x.

13) Once dc is selected, the corresponding ν can be found
using (11).

B. Optimized Degree Distributions

In the previous section, we derive systematically the degree
distributions of the symbol nodes and check nodes. However,
the degree distributions have not been optimized. In order to
obtain the largest achievable threshold, denoted by σ∗1, we
further perform the following iterations.

• Set F2 to 1 − Rcode.
• For γ = 1.90 to 2.50 in steps of 0.01, do

– Based on the method in Sect. II-A, derive the degree
distributions of the symbol nodes and check nodes.

– With the degree distributions, evaluate the threshold
σ∗ using the density-evolution algorithm [10], [9].

1The threshold σ∗ can be regarded as the theoretical largest noise standard
deviation of an AWGN channel that allows the LDPC codes to perform error-
free communications.
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Fig. 2. A typical plot of achievable error performance σ∗ versus γ.

• End (γ = 1.90 to 2.50 in steps of 0.01)
• If F2 == 1.05 − Rcode, stop. Otherwise, increment F2

by 0.001 and repeat the previous ”for” loop.

Finally, we record the largest achievable threshold and the
associated parameters such as degree distributions, average
symbol-node degree and characteristic exponent. Fig. 2 shows
a typical plot of the achievable threshold as the characteristic
exponent γ varies. It shows that the threshold peaks at a certain
value of γ before it decreases.

C. Connecting Symbol Nodes with Check Nodes

All the parameters regarding the LDPC code have been
found. The next procedure is to connect the symbol nodes
with the check nodes. We define the “girth” of a symbol node
as the length of the smallest cycle in the Tanner graph that
is originated from the symbol node. The “girth average” is
then the mean of the girths over all the symbol nodes. In
[8], the authors have related the error performance of LDPC
codes to the girth average in the associated Tanner graph. The
results have concluded that short-length codes with good error-
correcting performance usually have a large girth average. To
construct short-length LDPC codes with large girth, a broad
class of methods have been proposed [8], [7]. Among the
methods, progressive edge growth (PEG) [7] is one of the
most effective algorithms to enlarge the girth of the codes.
Here, we also make use of the PEG algorithm to establish the
connections in our LDPC codes edge-by-edge.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We first use our proposed algorithm to optimize the degree
distributions for rate-0.75 and rate-0.82 SF-LDPC codes. We
called the SF-LDPC codes built with the new constraint as
constrained SF-LDPC (CSF-LDPC) codes. Table I presents the
highest thresholds achieved by rate-0.75 and rate-0.82 CSF-
LDPC codes as well as other best-known high rate codes. The
corresponding parameters used are also tabulated. The results
indicate that the “pure” DE produces a slightly larger σ∗

compared with other LDPC codes. However, “pure” DE also
produces the proportion of degree-2 symbol nodes almost two
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Fig. 3. Performance of three different LDPC codes — “DE8”, “CDE8”and
“CSF14”. Code lengths are 2800 and the code rate is 0.82. (a) BER and
BLER; (b) average number of iterations to decode a codeword (Ī).

times of (1−Rcode), i.e., F2 ≈ 2(1−Rcode). We also observe
that constrained DE and constrained SF-LDPC produce very
similar σ∗ and < kv >.

Finally, we study rate-0.82 codes built on (i) constrained
SF-degree distribution with a maximum symbol-node degree
of 14 (denoted by “CSF14”); (ii) DE-optimized symbol-node
degree distribution given by (denoted by “DE8”)

λDE8(x) = 0.2343x+0.3406x2+0.2967x6+0.1284x7; (13)

and (iii) constrained DE-optimized symbol-node degree distri-
bution given by [3], [15] (denoted by “CDE8”)

λCDE8(x) = 0.1021x + 0.5895x2 + 0.1829x6 + 0.1262x7.
(14)

Details of the codes are listed in Table I. The lengths of the
three types of codes are also set to be 2800, i.e., n = 2800.
Figure 3 plots the bit/block error BER/BLER and the average
number of iterations to decode a codeword Ī for the three
codes. We can observe that the CSF-LDPC code “CSF14”
slightly underperforms compared with “DE8” and “CDE8”
at low SNR but it achieves the lowest error at higher SNR
values among the three codes. Moreover, Fig. 3(b) shows that
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE THRESHOLD VALUE AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CONSTRAINED SF-LDPC CODES AND OTHER

BEST-KNOWN LDPC CODES. CODE RATE Rcode EQUALS 0.75 AND 0.82. THE LETTERS IN THE CODE NAME DENOTE THE TYPE OF CODE, INCLUDING

DE, CONSTRAINED DE (ABBREVIATED BY “CDE”) , AND CONSTRAINED SF-LDPC (ABBREVIATED BY “CSF”). THE DIGITS IN THE CODE NAME

DENOTE THE MAXIMUM SYMBOL NODE DEGREE OF THE CODE.

Code Rate Rcode Code Name dv Fr(2) σ∗ < kv > dc γ
DE14 14 0.446 0.664 4.526 20 /

0.75 CDE12 12 0.250 0.663 4.000 16 /
CSF12 12 0.278 0.647 3.974 17 2.38
CSF20 20 0.280 0.651 4.005 17 2.80
CSF28 28 0.294 0.653 4.054 17 2.90
DE8 8 0.405 0.585 3.459 21 /

0.82 CDE8 8 0.180 0.580 3.459 21 /
CSF10 10 0.176 0.577 3.468 21 3.80
CSF14 14 0.191 0.579 3.465 21 3.95

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE CONVERGENCE TIMES FOR RATE-0.82 CODES AT HIGH SNR VALUES.

SNR/Code length 6.0 dB/2800 5.8 dB/2800 5.6 dB/2800
Code type DE8/CDE8/CSF14 DE8/CDE8/CSF14 DE8/CDE8/CSF14
< kv > 3.46/3.46/3.46 3.46/3.46/3.46 3.46/3.46/3.46

Ī 4.96/4.61/4.55 5.84/5.40/5.32 7.10/6.53/6.42
tc = Ī× < kv > 17.16/15.95/15.74 20.21/18.68/18.41 24.57/22.59/22.21

Normalized tc 1.09/1.01/1.00 1.10/1.01/1.00 1.11/1.02/1.00

“CSF14” can decode the codewords with the smallest number
of iterations on average. We also list the “average convergence
time” (tc) of the three rate-0.82 codes at high SNRs in Table II.
The results show that “CDE8” and “CSF14”, compared with
“DE8”, require 10% less time (resources) on average to decode
a codeword.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a simple algorithm for de-
signing high-rate LDPC codes. With the exception of degree-2
symbol nodes, all the other symbol nodes have their degrees
following a power-law distribution. The analytical and sim-
ulation results have shown that the proposed constrained SF-
LDPC (CSF-LDPC) code can accomplish very similar achiev-
able error performance (threshold), produce lower bit/block
error rate at the high SNR region and require a smaller number
of iterations for convergence.
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